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Abstract 
One of the tasks in studies of stochastic regression models or multiparameter statistic 
inference problems is to find sufficient conditions for the strong law of large numbers for 
multivariate martingales with random norming. For that purpose, we give a weaker sufficient 
condition for the random norming cases by extending Kaufmann’s result which is only suitable 
for nonrandom norming cases. 
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1. Introduction, notations and definitions 
In considering the consistency of least-squares estimates or quasi-likelihood esti- 
mates for regression models or stochastic regression models, the question arises of 
whether 
A,‘S,“Is; 0 as t ---f 00, (1) 
where {S,} is a martingale in [wp and A,, t E Iw + , are random or nonrandom matrices. 
Anderson and Taylor (1974), Anderson and Moore (1976) and Kaufmann (1987) 
discussed this question for the nonrandom case and gave several sufficient conditions. 
We note that in many stochastic regression models the more interesting aspect of the 
question for (1) is associated with random norming. Examples and discussion can be 
found in Godambe and Heyde (1987), Hutton and Nelson (1986), and Lai and Wei 
(1982). Some sufficient conditions for the strong law of large numbers with random 
norming have been given by Lai and Wei (1982). We will give stronger results here by 
extending Kaufmann’s nonrandom norming result to the random norming case. 
We note that, following the proofs in Kaufmann (1987), some of his results cannot 
be extended to the random norming case directly, especially one important result 
there called Corollary 2. Here we will employ another method to extend this result, 
Corollary 2 in Kaufmann’s paper, to random norming cases. In this way, we 
strengthen Kaufmann’s results. 
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Here we are only concerned with the strong law of large numbers for discrete 
martingales, although all results in this paper can be extended without difficulty to the 
continuous case. Also we always assume that S, = C,“=,xn is a martingale on 
{Q, Ign>> P>> t k‘ g a m va ues in Rp unless otherwise specified. 1 
Before our discussion, some notations and definitions are needed. 
For any vector x in Rp, the norm of x is defined by I/x I/ = (x’x)~/~. For any 
matrix A in Rpxp , L max(A) and n,,“(A) denote the maximum and minimum eigenvalues 
of A, respectively, and ) A 1 denotes the determinant of A. The trace of A is denoted by 
tr(A) and the norm of A is defined by 11 A /) = (&,,,(A’A))“2. If A is a nonnegative 
definite matrix, then /) A /) = A,,,(A). A sequence of matrices {A,,} is called mono- 
tonically increasing (decreasing) iff AL + 1 A, + 1 - AhA, is nonnegative (nonpositive) 
definite for all n. Therefore, if A, are nonsingular symmetric matrices, and if the 
sequence of {A,} is monotonically increasing, then {Ail} will be monotonically 
decreasing. 
2. Strong law of large numbers 
Several sufficient conditions for the strong law of large numbers for nonrandom 
norming matrices had been obtained before Kai imann (1987), for example, the 
conditions A,’ diagonal or /z ,,,(A, ‘) = O(;lmin(An ‘)) (Anderson and Taylor, 
1974; Anderson and Moore, 1976), but they are quite strong. Kaufmann improved 
those results by giving a weaker sufficient condition for the strong law of large 
numbers for multivariate martingales. However, his results are only for nonrandom 
norming cases. 
In a sense, Kaufmann’s result came from the following theorem. 
Theorem 1 (Kaufmann, 1987). Let {S,} = { 1; = 1 xk} he u martingale und {A, ’ $ be 
u sequence of nonrandom monotonically decreasing matrices. If 
where 1 I CI I 2, then 
II A, ’ S, II 
converges almost surely us n + co. 
Remark. Following the proof of Theorem 1 in Kaufmann’s paper, actually the 
condition on {A;l} can be weakened to {Ail} being a sequence of predictable 
monotonically decreasing matrices. By noting this important fact, a new result for 
random norming cases can be given. 
Before the main result is given, a lemma is needed. 
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Lemma 1. If {A,} IS a sequence of monotonically increasing nonsingular symmetric 
matrices in R pXp, then, for any xk E Rp, k = 1,2, . . . . n, 
Lemma 1 can be proved by using mathematical induction. 
From Lemma 1, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let {S,} = {c: = 1 Xk} h e a martingale and {A,,} be a sequence of nonsingu- 
lar symmetric predictable matrices, which satisfies the conditions that 
/Zmin(An) “Is; CC as n -+ a 
and {A,,} is monotonically increasing. Zf 
.zI ~/IA,‘x,ll’< ~0, 
then A;‘CIfz,xkals; Oas n -+ cc. 
Proof. Since {A,,} is monotonically increasing, in the light of Theorem 1 and the 
remark following Theorem 1, 
converges almost surely. Therefore, the statement of that I/ Ai ’ 1: = 1 xk /I converges to 
0 almost surely is equivalent to that 
I~A,Lj,X,f 50 asn+ co. 
In the following we only need to check whether I/ A; r IL= r xk I/ 2 Z, 0 as n + cc. 
For any given E > 0, 
P(IA~1~lX,~~>&)~~l+~2. 
in which 
Applying Lemma 1 to I,, we obtain that 
I2IP i X;&'X,+ 
k=N+l 
+ k=~+2((j~;~lx~)A~2xk) =12) 
SE ,=$+, ,,A?Xki,‘)/(&/2), 
( 
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due to {Ak) being predictable. Because E(Ckm_, (1 Aklxk 11’) < cc, for that given 
E there is N, > 0 such that 
l2 I E f IlA;2~k((2 (42) < (42) for all n > No. 
k=No+l 
Now fix the No. By the condition that lmin(An) “2 co, as VI -+ m, there is an 
N > N, > 0 such that if n > N, 
Hence, if n > N, we have 
i.e. IIA, 1 1,” = 1 xk II 2 1: 0 as n + m , as we required. 
We now apply the stopping time method to Theorem 2. 
Given a real number C, let Tc be the largest n such that 
Then T, is a stopping time, because, for any n,, 
5 E(~IA;1xkI~2~~k_l)>c 
k=l 
Therefore, for each C, we can define a new random norming, such as I,, 5 Tc, A; ‘. for 
S,, where Icn5rc, Ai1 is still F-,_ ,-measurable. It is easy to check that 
i E( 111~j.T~.)A;1xj112(~_i-l) I C 
i=l 
for all n. Therefore, 
i$l ~(ll~~i.~I-,A;‘.~il/~)~ C. 
Also, if (A,,], is monotonically increasing, then I~,,~~~) Ai ’ is monotonically decreas- 
ing. So applying Theorem 2 to I,,. Tc, A; ’ S,, we obtain 
I ,nlToA,lS, ‘2.0 as n + ~1. 
Therefore. 
A,‘S ““20 asn-+ rx 
on (T(. = rx’ ). By noting that C can be any real number, we obtain the following 
result. 
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Theorem 3. Let {S,} = {C: = 1 xII} b e a martingale and (A,} be a sequence of nonsingu- 
lar symmetric predictable matrices which satisjies the conditions that 
&(A,,) T$ CC as n + GO 
and {A,) is monotonically increasing. If 
then A;l~~=lxk “3 0 as n -+ CC. 
Actually Theorem 3 is a result which Kaufmann conjectured in his paper (1987). 
As an application of Theorem 3, we have a result for random norming cases which 
is similar to Kaufmann (1987, Theorem 3). 
Theorem 4. Let the martingale {S, = Cl= ,Xi} be square integrable with 
F, = x1= 1 E(X,XrlFi_l) positive dejnite for n 2 1. 
(i) If (I F, II + cc , then for any 6 > i, 
F;1’2S, = o((log II F,jl)6) a.s. and in L, 
(ii) If a > 4 and 
(log11 F,il)” = O(~mi”(Fn)) for some I! > (ICY - I)-‘, 
then F,“S, -+ 0 a.s. and in L2. 
The second part of the result in Theorem 4 is similar to Lai and Wei (1982, 
Corollary 3). However the conditions in Theorem 4 are weaker, because of conditions 
(2.1) and (2.24) Lai and Wei imply the conditions in Theorem 4. 
Remark. In the above, we have only discussed discrete cases. For continuous cases, 
analogous results can be obtained subject to some minor changes to the conditions. 
For example, in the continuous case the condition of Theorem 3 becomes 
tr 
(.I 
x 
A;’ d(S), A;’ < cc a.s. 
0 ) 
if sr A,’ d(S), A, ’ is left continuous, where {(S),} is a quadratic process of {S,). 
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